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Summary
In March 2009 observations of Lao langurs were made on several days for many hours in the

northern part of Phou Hin Boun National Biodiversity Conservation Area (NBCA). Single males and a
group with 14 adult and subadult animals, and three yellow juveniles were observed. 

Currently there is no agreement about the systematic position of the taxon. Molecular genetic
differences between Lao langur and Hatinh langur places the taxa on subspecies level.

In April 2009 three black langurs were observed in the southern part of Phou Hin Boun National
Biodiversity Conservation Area. The taxonomic status of the black langur which occurs in northern
central Vietnam and central Laos is still unclear.

Molecular genetic studies of one individual kept at the EPRC correspond with the type specimen
in Smithsonian Museum, and also with the Hatinh langur. It seems that these all-black individuals are
a melanistic morph of the Hatinh langur.

The white headed Laos langur and the black langur occur both in the southern part of Phou Hin
Boun NBCA. Based on the current state of knowledge and information from the recent surveys, both
forms are separated and should also use different habitats. The limestone range in Hin Nam No NBCA
- with records of black langurs - has a spur towards the west until the Mahaxai limestone range, south
of Phou Hin Boun NBCA. The large valley of the Bangfai river between the Mahaxai limestone range
and Phou Hin Boun NBCA do not currently act as zoogeographical barriers, but the nature of this large
valley and alluvial land indicate a possible historical separation between the northern Phou Hin Boun
limestone range and the southern limestone range east of Mahaxai. A connection between the two
taxa – the black morph of the Hatinh langur south of the Bangfai river, and the Lao langur north of the
Bangfai river – likely exists only since recent palaeoglacial times.

It would be interesting to study the possibility of different niches between the taxa and likelihood
of interbreeding actions.
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MÈt sË quan s∏t v“ loμi Vo‰c Lμo (Trachypithecus [laotum] laotum) vμ
loμi Vo‰c Æen (Trachypithecus [laotum] hatinhensis morph ebenus) Î
Tÿnh Khammaouane, Lμo vμ mÈt sË nhÀn xät v“ vfi tr› ph©n loπi cÒa chÛng

T„m tæt
Nh˜ng quan s∏t v“ loμi Vo‰c Lμo Æ≠Óc th˘c hi÷n mÈt sË ngμy trong nhi“u giÍ vμo th∏ng 3 n®m

2009 tπi khu v˘c ph›a Bæc Khu b∂o tÂn Æa dπng sinh h‰c QuËc gia Phou Hin Boun (NBCA). C∏c c∏
th” Æ˘c Æ¨n lŒ vμ mÈt nh„m gÂm 14 c∏ th” tr≠Îng thμnh vμ b∏n tr≠Îng thμnh, vμ 3 con non mμu
vμng Æ≠Óc quan s∏t.

Hi÷n tπi v…n ch≠a c„ s˘ thËng nh†t v“ vfi tr› ph©n loπi cÒa nh„m ph©n loπi nμy (taxon). Nh˜ng kh∏c
bi÷t v“ di truy”n ph©n tˆ gi˜a loμi Vo‰c Lμo vμ Vo‰c Hμ T‹nh ÆΔt nh„m ph©n loπi nμy vμo m¯c loμi
phÙ.

3 c∏ th” Vo‰c Æen Æ≠Óc quan s∏t tπi khu v˘c ph›a Bæc Khu b∂o tÂn Æa dπng sinh h‰c quËc gia
Phou Hin Boun vμo th∏ng 4 n®m 2009. T◊nh trπng ph©n loπi cÒa Vo‰c Æen ph©n bË Î Bæc trung bÈ
Vi÷t Nam vμ Trung Lμo v…n ch≠a r‚.

C∏c nghi™n c¯u v“ di truy“n ph©n tˆ cÒa mÈt c∏ th” nu´i d≠Ïng tπi EPRC t≠¨ng x¯ng vÌi ki”u
m…u Î b∂o tμng Smithsonian, vμ cÚng t≠¨ng x¯ng vÌi Vo‰c Hμ T‹nh. D≠Íng nh≠ t†t c∂ c∏c c∏ th”
Vo‰c Æen nμy lμ mÈt s˘ thay ÆÊi v“ sæc tË cÒa Vo‰c Hμ T‹nh. 

Loμi Vo‰c Lμo Æ«u træng vμ Vo‰c Æen ph©n bË Î c∂ khu v˘c ph›a Bæc Khu b∂o tÂn Æa dπng sinh
h‰c quËc gia Phou Hin Boun NBCA. D˘a tr™n nh˜ng hi”u bi’t hi÷n tπi vμ nh˜ng th´ng tin tı c∏c cuÈc
Æi“u tra g«n Æ©y, c∂ 2 loμi lμ ri™ng rœ vμ chæc cÚng sˆ dÙng c∏c sinh c∂nh kh∏c nhau. D∑y nÛi Æ∏ Î
Hin Nam No NBCA vÌi s˘ ghi nhÀn cÒa loμi Vo‰c Æen c„ mÈt m·m h≠Ìng v“ ph›a T©y cho tÌi tÀn
d∑y nÛi Æ∏ Mahaxai, ph›a Nam cÒa Phou Hin Boun NBCA. Thung lÚng rÈng lÌn cÒa s´ng Bangfai
gi˜a d∑y nÛi Æ∏ Mahaxai vμ Phou Hin Boun NBCA hi÷n tπi kh´ng Æ≠Óc xem nh≠ lμ rμo c∂n Æfia l˝
ÆÈng vÀt, nh≠ng b∂n ch†t cÒa thung lÚng rÈng lÌn nμy vμ Æ†t phÔ xa chÿ ra mÈt s˘ chia cæt lfich sˆ
c„ th” gi˜a d∑y nÛi Æ∏ ph›a Bæc Phou Hin Boun vμ d∑y nÛi Æ∏ ph›a Nam, ß´ng cÒa Mahaxai. S˘ li™n
h÷ gi˜a hai nh„m ph©n loπi, Æen s˘ bi’n th∏i cÒa Vo‰c Hμ T‹nh, Nam cÒa s´ng Bangfai vμ Vo‰c Lμo,
Bæc cÒa s´ng Bangfai c„ th” tÂn tπi chÿ tı khi c∏c thÍi Æi”m cÊ Æ„ng b®ng. 

Sœ lμ hay khi nghi™n c¯u kh∂ n®ng v“ c∏c Ê sinh th∏i kh∏c nhau gi˜a c∏c nh„m ph©n loπi vμ c„
th” v“ c∏c ∂nh h≠Îng cÒa giao phËi cÀn huy’t. 

Observations of Lao langurs (Trachypithecus [laotum] laotum)

Two short surveys conducted in 2007 and 2008 with the intention of sighting and data collection
failed despite several hikes in difficult terrain with experienced local guides. Only calls of animals
were heard. 

In March 2009 observations of Lao langurs were made on several days for many hours in the
northern part of Phou Hin Boun National Biodiversity Conservation Area (NBCA). Single males and
a group with 14 adult and subadult animals, and three yellow juveniles were observed (Fig. 1-4).
Such large groups in other “karst langur” species are also known but not common. The average
group size is nine to ten individuals. Larger groups often split after a while.

The Lao langur is one of the least know primate taxa in Indochina. The distribution is limited to
the steep karst range of Khammouane Province in Central Laos. The area is extremely difficult to
access, which protects the langurs from extensive poaching but also biological research. 
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Fig. 1. A single male Lao langur in the extreme and bizarre karst landscape of Phou Hin Boun NBCA.  All “karst langur” species have acrobatic skills
to climb on vertical rock walls which sometimes have knife-like edges. Fig. 1 to 4 are the first published images of the Lao langurs in the wild.
Photo: T. Nadler.

Fig. 2. Single males stay occasionally in the margins of the home range of a group, with the intention to take over a group. Photo: T. Nadler.
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Fig. 3. The alpha male of the group often appeared on an exposed position to overview an area before the group approached. Photo: T. Nadler.

Fig. 4. A large group of Lao langurs with 14 adult and subadult animals and three yellow juveniles arrived minutes after the alpha male on the way
to the sleeping place. Photo: T. Nadler.
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Fig. 5. Lao langur at the Endangered Primate Rescue Center. 
Photo: T. Nadler.

Fig. 7. Adult black langur at Korat Zoo, Thailand. Photo: R. Männel. Fig. 8. Adult black langur at Korat Zoo, Thailand. The adult langurs
show a smoky-grey highlight in the same region where the
Hatinh langurs show their white beard.  Photo: R. Männel.

Fig. 6. Subadult black langur at the Endangered Primate Rescue Center.
Photo: T. Nadler.
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The systematic position of the species remains unclear and controversial despite a long history
of discussion. Molecular genetic studies – as part of the Vietnam Primate Conservation Program of
Frankfurt Zoological Society in cooperation with the German Primate Center – supports the validity
of the taxon as one of the so-called “karst langurs” Indochinas. These taxa have a high affinity to
steep karst outcrops and occur only in Indochina east of the Mekong. All of this species are highly
threatened and most of them occur in restricted areas.

Currently there is no agreement about the systematic position of the taxon. Molecular genetic
differences between the Lao langur and Hatinh langur is only 1,9-2,3% (Roos, 2004) which places
the taxa on subspecies level. However, according to aspects of allopatric distribution and different
phylogenetic development they are also recognized as valid species (Groves, 2001).  

Observations of black langurs 
(Trachypithecus [laotum] hatinhensis morph ebenus)

On April 13, 2009 three black langurs – most probably males - were observed in the southern
part of Phou Hin Boun NBCA, close to road no. 12 at a distance of about 100 m. No sign of white
on the head was visible.

The taxonomic status of the black langur which occurs in northern central Vietnam and central
Laos is still unclear. There are only a few animals and records known. This taxon has also an
unusual history. In 1924, F.R. Wulsin (Thomas, 1928) collected the skin and skull of an all-black
langur, now in Smithsonian Museum, USA (USNM 240489). The locality on the label “French Indo-
China” does not indicate its true provenance. Brandon-Jones (1995) speculates that the animal
originated from Fan Si Pan area in North Vietnam and allocates it as a subspecies to the Javan
langur Semnopithecus auratus as a new subspecies S. auratus ebenus.

In January 1998 the Endangered Primate Rescue Center, Vietnam received a young all-black
langur which came presumably from the Hin Nam No NBCA in Lao (Nadler, 1998), and was
approximately two years old. Anatomical features, behaviour and vocalization of this animal show
strong affinities to the Hatinh langur (Trachypithecus [laotum] hatinhensis) (Nadler et al., 2003) (Fig.
6). Currently at an age of about 12 years, the beard which was completely black as a young animal
now shows a smoky-grey highlight in the same region where the Hatinh langurs show their white
beard. Another adult male black-langur kept in Korat Zoo, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand of
unknown age also shows a beard with some grey hairs (Fig.  7, 8). 

Molecular genetic studies of the EPRC individual correspond with the type specimen in
Smithsonian Museum, and also with the Hatinh langur. It seems that these all-black individuals are
a melanistic morph of the Hatinh langur (Roos, 2003). This is also supported by field observations,
in that both morphs are present in the same area in Hin Nam No NBCA, Laos (Ruggieri & Timmins,
1995; Timmins & Khounboline, 1996). Le Khac Quyet (2004) reported sightings of groups of black-
langurs from Nui Giang Man Nature Reserve, Vietnam. 

There are also reports about black langurs from the southern extremity of the Phou Hin Boun
NBCA, Khammouane Province, Laos but in the past all sightings have only confirmed the
occurrence of Lao langurs (Duckworth et al., 1999).

Hunters and villagers in the southern part of Phou Hin Boun NBCA mentioned the occurrence
of two langurs, the white headed Laos langur and an all-black form. Based on the current state of
knowledge and information from the recent surveys, both forms are separated and should also use
different habitats; the Laos langur in high, naked and steep limestone outcrops, at the northern part
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of the Phou Hin Boun NBCA, and the black langurs at lower altitude with more rich vegetation, and
only around the southern extremity of the Phou Hin Boun NBCA (Nadler, pers. comm.).

It remains questionable whether black morphs of the Hatinh langurs, found in Hin Nam No area,
stretch along the limestone range to the west and contact the distribution of the Lao langur, or if
there similarly exists a melanistic morphe in the Lao langur in the southern part of Phou Hin Boun
NBCA. 

The limestone range in Hin Nam No NBCA has a spur towards the west until Mahaxai. The
northern boundary and interruption to Phou Hin Boun NBCA is the valley of the Bangfai river. The
Bangfai river and the valley do not currently act as zoogeographical barriers. However, the
condition and nature of this large valley and alluvial land indicate a possible historical separation
between the northern Phou Hin Boun limestone range and the southern limestone range east of
Mahaxai. The Bangfai is the largest river with an east-west direction in central Laos. 

A connection between the two taxa – the black morphe of the Hatinh langur south of the Bangfai
river, and the Lao langur north of the Bangfai river – likely exists only since recent palaeoglacial
times.

Hatinh and Lao langurs are very similar taxa. There is most probably no reproductive barrier. It
would be interesting to study the possibility of different niches between the taxa and likelihood of
interbreeding actions.
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